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COLOPHON

Who is the owner This Impact & ESG Policy is owned by NLC International B.V. (ʻNLC Internationalʼ)

Scope of the policy This Impact & ESG Policy applies to NLC International B.V. and all its direct affiliates,

also known as the NLC Group. The policy in particular (but not limited to) applies to

both NLC Ventures Netherlands B.V. (ʻNLC Ventures Netherlandsʼ) and NLC Fund

Management B.V. (ʻNLC Fund Managementʼ), as well as the Funds and all Portfolio

Companies in which NLC Ventures Netherlands and/or a Fund is a shareholder

and/or investor, either directly or indirectly

Document management This Impact & ESG Policy is managed by the Risk, Impact and Compliance Officer

Version Version 1.0 (October 2022)

Annual review This Impact & ESG Policy will be reviewed on an annual basis by the Risk, Impact

and Compliance Officer, followed by approval from the Management Board. The

next review of this Policy will take place on or before 1 october 2023
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DEFINITIONS

Fund An investment institution (beleggingsinstelling) within the meaning of the DFSA,

which is managed by NLC Fund Management

Fund Documents The following Dutch law governed documents in respect of a specific Fund: the

fund conditions (included in the relevant fund agreement), the information

memorandum, the essential information document (if applicable) and any further

(information) documents (if applicable)

Impact & ESG Policy This Impact & ESG Policy, including annexes, as approved by the Management

Board

Management Board The statutory directors of the NLC Group

NLC NLC Group

NLC Fund Management NLC Fund Management B.V., a private company with limited liability (besloten

vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) incorporated under the laws of the

Netherlands and registered with the Chamber of Commerce under number

76653005

NLC Group NLC International and each of its current and future direct subsidiaries as referred

to in article 2:24a Dutch Civil Code

NLC International NLC International B.V., a private company with limited liability (besloten

vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) incorporated under the laws of the

Netherlands and registered with the Chamber of Commerce under number

66948266

NLC Ventures Netherlands NLC Ventures Netherlands B.V., a private company with limited liability (besloten

vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) incorporated under the laws of the

Netherlands and registered with the Chamber of Commerce under number

57340943

NLC Venture Building

Process

The standardised model pursuant to which the NLC Group scouts and selects leads

in order to transform them into start-up companies, by way of a four-way step plan

consisting of the (i) scouting of technologies that fall within the scope of the NLC

Group, (ii) the further selection of these technologies by assessing key selection

criteria, (iii) the formation of a Venture by appointing an experienced CEO and/or

development team and (iv) the building and legal foundation of the company

Portfolio Company A portfolio company in which either NLC Ventures Netherlands or a specific Fund is

a shareholder or investor, either directly or indirectly

Risk, Impact & Compliance

Officer

The Risk, Impact & Compliance Officer of NLC Fund Management, who is primarily

entrusted with the performance of the legal, risk management and second line

compliance function

Risk Policy The risk policy of NLC Fund Management
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INTRODUCTION
The challenge facing the future: a shortage of health
workers for the increasing demand for healthcare

THE WORLDʼS HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS HAVE REACHED
A PIVOTAL JUNCTURE
With the population expanding and ageing and chronic conditions becoming ever more common, the

demand for healthcare is rising exponentially. According to the World Health Organisation, global healthcare

spending more than doubled in the past two decades and reached 9.8% of global Gross Domestic Product

(“GDP”) in 20191.

Growing demand for healthcare
At the same time, a shortage of healthcare workers is hampering our capacity to keep up with demand. It is

estimated that by 2031, the Netherlands alone will face a shortage of almost 160,000 healthcare workers.2

This trend is visible around the world. As the pressure on workers mounts, so does the professional, physical

and emotional toll. This leaves healthcare organisations struggling to support employees, ultimately

resulting in higher rates of absenteeism and turnover. In such a scenario, caregiversʼ (o�en hidden) burden

will increase even further. As a result of all this, it seems inevitable that care demand will eventually outstrip

supply, creating an increasingly widening care gap.

Greater healthcare expenditure also goes hand in hand with a more significant environmental footprint. At

this moment, the healthcare sector is already a (much) larger polluter than the aviation industry. If it were a

country, the healthcare sector would be the fi�h largest emitter on the planet (Health Care Without Harm

report, September 2010). Therefore, medical innovations in supply and demand are essential to bridge the

healthcare gap, keep healthcare accessible to all and limit its environmental footprint.

In theory, Europe is well-positioned to drive technological advancement in healthcare. Home to some of the

worldʼs most renowned universities and innovative companies, the continent is at the forefront of health-tech

2 Wie doet het met wie: krapte vraagt creativiteit. Amsterdam: KPMG; 2021.

1 Global expenditure on health: public spending on the rise? Geneva: World Health Organization; 2021.
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innovation. Of more than 15,000 patent applications in medical technology filed with the European Patent

Office in 2021 alone, over 40% originated from Europe.3 In addition, regardless of Europeʼs innovative power,

Europe has only 12%4 of global early stage capital.

Yet the majority of these technologies remain dormant. They are never turned into a commercialised

product, never bring in revenue, and never reach the patient. At universities in particular, patented inventions

seldom make the leap to a successful spin-off. Knowledge institutes primarily focus on research and

education, with valorisation lagging far behind.

NLC was founded in 2015 with the mission of advancing health and bringing science to life by building

health-technology ventures out of innovative ideas and inventions originating from universities, academic

hospitals and corporates across Europe. Since then, NLC has developed a scalable venture-building model

that bridges the gap between science and the patient. We seek out premium technologies and assets at

knowledge institutions and corporations, evaluating thousands of innovations on societal impact and

financial promise. These innovations can improve prevention, diagnosis, treatment and self-care, enhance

workforce vitality or procedural efficiency, reduce the environmental footprint of the healthcare sector and

more.

Entrepreneurship at scale
Key to NLCʼs ability to generate impact is the concept of ʻentrepreneurship at

scale .̓ We have built over 100 startups to date, and the number of ventures

being built each year is steadily increasing. This gives us an unprecedented

ability to learn and improve the positive impact of both NLC itself and our

Portfolio Companies. Leading by example through rigorous selecting,

steering, supporting and impact reporting, we are, moreover, taking the lead

in helping the industry as a whole to create a more sustainable impact. We

envision bringing together parties to share experiences, insight and ideas

and to foster collaboration and partnerships, thereby helping to set

standards and realistic expectations of impact in the healthcare sector.

4 NLC analysis based on transaction data of 2021 provided by PitchBook, private capital market data provider.

3 Annual Review 2021. Munich: European Patent Office; 2022
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NLC aims to build and invest in ventures that operate within the planetary boundaries for the long-term

benefit of society while generating positive returns for all stakeholders. Our values and strategies align with

the Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) created by the United Nations as a global blueprint for people

and the planet now and in the future. We pay particular attention to SDGs 3, 9 and 17:

Taking responsibility
NLC also intends to take responsibility for the impact its business model has on the world, intended or

otherwise. To this end, we strive proactively to meet the highest possible standards in terms of

environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) and impact. In 2020, NLC became a certified B-Corporation, a

global designation that recognises our commitment to using business as a force for good. Moreover, as of

2022, all new investment funds managed by NLC Fund Management comply with Article 9 (ʻdark greenʼ) of the

European Unionʼs Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR”).

At NLC, we believe in the value of measuring impact to maximise the positive results of our investments.

Therefore, we have developed an impact-measurement system that allows us to assess, measure and

monitor our portfolioʼs (realised or potential) impact, in turn enabling us to make better investment decisions

and to engage continuously with our portfolio companies on impact-related KPIs.

This Impact & ESG Policy outlines the theoretical framework we use to measure how NLC, the Funds and the

Portfolio Companies can make a positive impact while generating healthy financial returns, how we identify

potential ESG risks and opportunities, how NLCʼs impact-investment thesis is incorporated into our

due-diligence and portfolio-management processes, and how we report all this to our investors.
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NLC IMPACT
INVESTMENT THESIS
Improving human health and well-being by making
healthcare more affordable and accessible to all

THEORY OF CHANGE
NLC has developed a Theory of Change (“ToC”) that describes the challenges for people and the planet that

NLC wants to help resolve, what outcomes NLCʼs activities generate for its Portfolio Companies and the

innovation system that contribute to resolving these challenges, and the subsequent positive impact its

Portfolio Companies make.

By doing so, the main sustainable investment objective of NLC and the financial products it offers (including

the funds under management by NLC Fund Management) is to improve human health and well-being,

making healthcare more affordable and accessible to all, and keeping healthcareʼs footprint under control.

As shown in the figure below, NLC aims to achieve this sustainable investment objective through the

following activities:

● Bringing science to life by transforming otherwise dormant or abandoned innovative projects into

market-ready healthcare solutions;

● Making the early-stage investable by sharing and reducing entrepreneurial risks, focusing on growth

financing and providing a long-term commitment to achieve success together with the Portfolio

Companies;

● Attracting and developing talent into the entrepreneurial process by de-risking their journey and

helping them to develop the required skills and mindset; and

● Mobilising networks and partners to speed up the process of building early-stage Portfolio

Companies through knowledge transfer and access to experts and partners.
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Subsequently, the actions of NLC lead to the creation of Portfolio Companies which have the potential to

solve the worldʼs healthcare challenges, specifically leading to measurable impact in four different categories:

1. Happy patients

2. Happy workforce

3. Happy society; and

4. Happy planet
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IMPACT MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK
As shown in the figures below, NLC uses two sets of key performance indicators (“KPIs”) to measure the

achievement of this sustainable investment objective.

Direct outcomes (actions Manager):

● Portfolio Companies built

● Portfolio Companies that reach the market

● Time-to-market

● Total investments attracted into early stage

● Multiplier of investments (ratio total investments/investment in Portfolio Companies by Fund)

● Portfolio Companies financed to need;

● Venture board members new to the early stage

● Churn of venture board members

● Female venture board members
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● Partnerships / collaborations

● Active network/community members

● Venture NPS with NLC

Indirect outcomes (actions Portfolio Companies)

● Quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) added, including prevention

● Patients impacted

● Unmet needs addressed (“priority R&D”)

● High impact Portfolio Companies (high QALY/patient)

● Workforce satisfaction, safety and work pressure / burden

● Cost reduction

● Required workforce reduction

● Caregiver and patient burden

● Waste and GHG emissions reduction

● Recycle/re-use rate or depreciation rate improvement
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The indicators above and related data collection are defined in more detail in separate impact measurement

definition documentation.

Due to the different solutions Portfolio Companies (intend to) develop, not all outcomes are applicable for all

companies. Each companyʼs first selection of relevant outcomes will be made during the Kickstarter phase

(see section building in chapter on implementation). The selection of outcomes could depend on the

companyʼs maturity stage and therefore change over time (e.g. whether or not there is a market-ready

product and thus data around the productʼs impact available).

PRINCIPAL ADVERSE IMPACT
NLC acknowledges its responsibility toward climate change risks and other potential principal adverse

impacts through our investment decisions and our contact with Portfolio Companies and other institutions.

The concept of Principal Adverse Impact (“PAI”) is defined by the European Union as follows:

“Negative, material or likely to be material effects on sustainability factors that are
caused, compounded by or directly linked to investment decisions and advice
performed by the legal entity.”

Due to the very early-stage nature of NLCʼs Portfolio Companies, the principal adverse impacts these Portfolio

Companies have will be very limited, nor will there likely be any meaningful data available. Consequently, it is

challenging to report on all the different PAI indicators which have been identified. However, as part of our

ESG and responsible investment approach (including Do No Serious Harm, “DNSH”), we do consider possible

principal adverse impacts of our (potential) Portfolio Companies both during due diligence, as well as

monitoring these potential adverse impacts post-investment and actively steering and supporting Portfolio

Companies to address these.
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SUSTAINABILITY RISKS

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABILITY RISKS
NLC defines sustainability risks as the exposure to practices, events, conditions or circumstances related to

environmental, social or governance factors that could have a negative effect on the value of the investments

of NLC or any of the Funds, that could decrease the value of the investments and could lead to a decrease in

the return realised by shareholders and investors in NLC and/or the Funds.

To mitigate these sustainability risks, NLC follows the same mitigation actions as described below in the

section under Implementation, in relation to ESG, sustainability and impact.

Identifying Sustainability Risks
NLC has divided sustainability risks into three main categories: physical, transition and reputational. In the

management of NLC, NLCʼs Funds, and the Portfolio Companies, several sustainability risks need to be

acknowledged and mitigated wherever possible. As part of NLCʼs Impact & ESG Policy, the following

sustainability risks are considered:

Physical Sustainability Risks
● Natural disasters

● CO2 and climate risks

● Pandemics, epidemics, disease outbreaks (including COVID-19)

● Global recessionary risks

● Sourcing of staff (talent)

Transition Sustainability Risks
● Scarcity of raw materials and water

● Water Pollution

● Energy use in hospital and manufacturing

Reputational Sustainability Risks (Inside-Out)
● Negative sector risks

● Health care risks
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● Addiction Risk

● Unethical sourcing and labour practices

● Animal testing

These sustainability risks - as well as other, non-sustainability related risks -  are detailed further in the Risk

Policy.

IMPLEMENTATION
To ensure that NLC can fully capitalise on the identified impact opportunities and that ESG and sustainability

risks are minimised, several steps and safeguards have been included in NLCʼs processes.

NLC makes use of a standardised investment analysis and decision-making process, known as the ʻNLC

Venture Building Process .̓ This process consists of four different phases, the completion of which eventually

leads to the creation and further development of a new early-stage health tech company. Each phase is

concluded with documentation of the findings, on the basis of which a go- or no-go decision is made. Any

technologies not meeting the required objectives outlined below are dropped from the process as quickly as

possible.

During each phase of the NLC Venture Building Process, rigorous ESG, sustainability and impact

opportunities assessments are considered, as is further detailed below.

Scouting & selection
All leads, which may ultimately turn into a Portfolio Company, enter the Venture Building Process in the

scouting phase. A�er a first positive assessment, documented in a Selection Investment Proposal (“SIP”), the

lead moves to the selection phase.

In the selection phase, NLC validates the technology further and decides whether this technology has the

potential to make an impact via its commercialisation. In doing so, NLC weighs the impact and financial

potential against the riskiest assumptions (“RAs”). The potential of a technology is investigated by making an

initial evaluation of crucial business case drivers (both impact and financial). This is documented in the
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Formation Investment Proposal (“FIP”), which is used to decide if the technology should proceed to the

formation phase.

For a technology to proceed to the next phase in the NLC Venture Building Process, there needs to be

(significant) positive impact potential on at least one of the four main impact categories in the impact

measurement framework described above (patient, workforce, society, planet), in comparison to (existing or

foreseeable) alternatives.

Positive impact is assessed and documented in the SIP and FIP, structured via the Impact Management

Project (“IMP”) model. Both impact opportunities, ESG and sustainability risks are considered as part of the

riskiest assumptions. The difference between SIP and FIP is that more information and expert input has been

gathered for the latter. The FIP also contains further quantification of the individual factors (as described in

the separate impact measurement definition documentation).

Both the SIP and FIP can flag high ESG and sustainability risks. If the SIP does so, it does not automatically

lead to the process being put on hold. The team in charge of the assessment during the selection phase first

looks for ways to reduce the size and probability of these negative impacts. If the FIP (still) indicates high risk,

the Risk, Impact and Compliance Officer is involved in advising on the investment decision and possible

mitigation. For any investment made by a Fund, the Risk, Impact and Compliance Officer can moreover

exercise their veto in case the ESG and sustainability risks are considered to be unacceptable.

Formation
A�er the successful completion of the selection phase, a lead enters the formation phase. The goal of this

phase is to attract an experienced CEO and, if applicable, a strong supporting team that is ready to carry the

full responsibility of the company going forward.

DIVERSITY DRIVES INNOVATION
It is NLCʼs strong belief that diversity drives innovation, and within this context, NLC commits to Fund Right.

Fund Right is an organisation that aims to create a more diverse and inclusive Venture Capital landscape by

stimulating Venture Capital Funds and portfolio companies to attract more women and people with different

backgrounds to senior positions. NLC will publicly commit to the Fund Right Commitments, which include

the best effort of portfolio companies to recruit  a diverse team (e.g. 35% women) and for NLC to realise this

on a portfolio level.
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Next to creating a balanced, diverse and well-equipped team to lead the new Portfolio Company going

forwards, the formation phase also forms the last part of NLCʼs due diligence process before building a new

venture. As these CEO candidates are highly specialised in the specific field of the lead, their due diligence

into the projectʼs potential and risks (which includes discussions about risks identified by NLC and how the

CEO would mitigate those) might provide additional insights into the viability of the future Portfolio

Company. Such insights are considered before approval of the Building Investment Proposal (“BIP”), which

marks the end of the formation phase.

Building / Portfolio Management Phase
A�er the Portfolio Companyʼs team has been set up and the formation phase has been completed, the

building phase commences. The goal of the building phase is to optimise value in the Portfolio Company

(measured in impact and financial terms). This building phase starts with a 100-day Kickstarter programme

aimed at optimally onboarding the new team. NLC starts raising awareness within all Portfolio Companies

about ESG, sustainability, and impact during this programme.

In the building phase, NLC sets clear guidelines and expectations (including setting up and implementing

policies). To help the Portfolio Companies meet these guidelines, NLC supports the Portfolio Companies with

related tools, training and templates. This support will be provided in the first instance by a member of NLCʼs

Venture Partner Group, who serves as the main point of daily contact between NLC and the company.

Through the contact between a Portfolio Company and a Venture Partner, NLC actively monitors and steers

on increasing and realising the impact potential and mitigating the ESG and sustainability risks. This is also

an integral part of the quarterly and annual governance review cycles (see section below).

Moreover, adequate performance on the realisation of impact goals and the mitigation of ESG and

sustainability risks is included in the follow-on investment decisions made by NLCʼs Funds. In all investment

proposals submitted to consider an investment by a Fund in a Portfolio Company, input on impact potential,

ESG, and sustainability risks are an integral part of the investment decision-making. Moreover, the Fundʼs

Risk, Impact and Compliance Officer has the possibility to veto any potential investment if a Portfolio

Company does not comply with all impact, ESG, and sustainability requirements as set out in this Impact &

ESG Policy and/or the relevant Fund Documents.

Despite the active engagement with NLCʼs Portfolio Companies as mentioned above on impact,

sustainability, and ESG, the situation might still occur that unacceptable levels of ESG and sustainability risks

arise within a Portfolio Company. As a last resort, in such instances, NLC and the Funds have the possibility to

divest.

Good Governance
Good governance practices are crucial to the long-term success of a Portfolio Company and are actively

promoted by NLC throughout the building phase. To facilitate this process, NLC has set up a good
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governance checklist. This list has been divided into two parts: one checklist for Portfolio Companies a�er

they have just been founded (and before they have received any investment from a Fund), and one a�er they

have employed more than 10 Full Time Equivalent (“FTE”) employees (either on the payroll or as contractors).

Compliance with these good governance checklists is mandatory and will be included in all Portfolio

Companiesʼ shareholderʼs agreements going forward (if that has not been done so already). Moreover,

compliance with these good governance standards is also a requirement before any investment by a Fund in

a Portfolio Company can be made.

Impact Measurement and Reporting
On a portfolio level, NLC annually summarises the outcomes of all impact, ESG and sustainability

assessments of the Portfolio Companies in an Impact Report. This Impact Report informs all relevant

stakeholders (including but not limited to NLC shareholders and investors in the Funds) of NLCʼs performance

in this matter. The first report will be made available in Q1-2023. Moreover, this report allows NLC to evaluate

the Portfolio Companiesʼ impact potential, ESG, sustainability risks, and adapt its strategy where needed.

Active monitoring of its ESG, sustainability and impact performance indicators is key for NLC to get insight

into its progress towards achieving its objectives. This data is vital input for our steering and support towards

Portfolio Companies, as i) it ensures all stakeholders can be properly informed; ii) it enforces awareness and

highlights the need for decisive positive impact action and compliance, both within NLC and its Portfolio

Companies and lastly iii) it provides NLC with the opportunity to influence the healthcare investment sector

as a whole in moving towards more impactful and sustainability-driven investments.

Based on the stage of development of the company (e.g. product development, go-to-market preparation,

market entry), Portfolio Companies provide NLC with impact-related data on a quarterly or annual basis. A

standardised data set is used and reported to NLC via a digital portal, including automated quality checks.

Where useful and viable, NLC provides its Portfolio Companies with digital tools to simplify and embed data

gathering (e.g. tools to estimate impact parameters or standard customer surveys which can be used).

Mandatory minimum impact reporting will be embedded in the shareholderʼs agreement of the Portfolio

Companies and the investment agreements of the Funds. NLC monitors the quality of tools used by the

companies for key impact measurements and analysis. An example of this includes a mandatory Health

Technology Assessment - to be carried out by an independent third-party - as a requirement for all Portfolio

Companies before starting their market certification process.

Impact data gathering and reporting will develop over time, and not all KPIs will be available immediately or

at the ideal quality level. NLC provides maximum transparency about the source and quality of its impact

data on a portfolio level, as well as the principles and decisions behind its reporting structure and KPI

operationalisation.
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REMUNERATION POLICY
Careful and diligent decision-making

The remuneration policy at NLC - in particular both for NLC Ventures Netherlands and NLC Fund

Management - considers careful and diligent decision-making and lacks any form of incentives for its

employees to take excessive risks for both business and sustainability.

The remuneration of all employees and managing directors of all entities within the NLC Group is based on a

fixed monthly salary and employee benefits. A discretionary incentive in the form of an annual bonus is in

place for all personnel. It can be awarded by the Management Board or, in the case of managing directors, by

the supervisory board of NLC International. This annual discretionary bonus is always paid out in equity

ensuring long-term alignment between employees and investors.

This bonus is based on group and individual performance. Performance is partly based on the realisation of

impact targets based on identified KPIs. It must be noted, however, that the performance criteria for receiving

any variable remuneration for the Risk, Impact & Compliance Officer are explicitly not linked to the (financial)

performance of the Funds.

Ensuring compliance with our values and mission
NLCʼs remuneration policy is reviewed at least yearly by the Management Board and the Risk, Impact and

Compliance Officer to ensure compliance with the values and mission of the NLC Group and the applicable

laws and legislation.
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NLC GROUP ESG POLICY
Building on our B Corp status

Next to NLCʼs commitment to make a positive impact through the creation, support and investment in

Portfolio Companies, NLC also believes that it is important to take ESG-factors into account when conducting

its own business. The fact that NLC is a B Corp is a manifestation of that belief. In addition to that, NLC is

currently developing an internal ESG Policy and aims to publish it in 2023.
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